Associated Colleges of Central Kansas

2003-2004

Directory

Bethany College
421 North First Street
Lindsborg, Kansas 67456
Phone: 785-227-3311 or 3380
Fax: 785-227-2860
URL: www.bethanylb.edu

McPherson College
1600 East Euclid Street
McPherson, Kansas 67460
Phone: 620-241-0731
Fax: 620-241-8443
URL: www.mcpherson.edu

Bethel College
300 East 27th Street
N. Newton, Kansas 67117
Phone: 316-283-2500
Fax: 316-284-5286
URL: www.bethelks.edu

Sterling College
125 W. Cooper Street
P.O. Box 98
Phone: 620-278-2173
Fax: 620-278-3188
URL: www.sterling.edu

Kansas Wesleyan University
100 East Claflin Street
Salina, KS 67401
Phone: 785-827-5541
Fax: 785-827-0927
URL: www.kwu.edu

Tabor College
400 S. Jefferson Street
Hillsboro, KS 67063
Phone: 620-947-3121
Fax: 620-947-2607
URL: www.tabor.edu

Associated Colleges of Central Kansas (ACCK)
210 South Main Street
McPherson, KS 67460
Phone: 620-241-5150
Fax: 620-241-5153
URL: www.acck.edu
**Board of Directors**

**Bethany**  
Formo, Paul K. – Board Chair, *D.M.A. University of Iowa*, ext. 8102, president@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**  
Epp, E. LaVerne—Board Secretary, *J.D. University of Nebraska*, ext. 241, elepp@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**  
Kerstetter, Philip P.—*Ph.D. Gallaudet College*, ext. 1227, pkerstetter@kwu.edu

**McPherson**  
Hovis, Ron—*M.B.A. University of Missouri-St. Louis*, Ext. 1100, hovistr@mcpherson.edu

**Sterling**  

**Tabor**  
Nikkel, Larry—*M.P.H. University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill*, ext. 1057, larryn@tabor.edu

**ACCK (ex officio)**  
Brown, Ray C.—Executive Director, *Ph.D. University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri*, ext. 102, ray-brown@acck.edu

**Academic Policies Committee –APC**

**Bethany**  
Bales, Eugene—Interim Academic Dean, *Ph.D.*, ext. 8104, balese@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**  
Sheriff, John K.—Ernest E. Leisy Professor of English, Academic Dean, APC Chair, *Ph.D.*, ext. 239, jsheriff@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**  
Russin, Raymond—Vice President/Academic Dean, APC Secretary, *Ph.D.*, ext. 1282, russinr@kwu.edu

**McPherson**  
Eells, Laura W.—Provost/Dean of Faculty, *Ph.D.*, ext. 1103, eellsl@mcpherson.edu

**Sterling**  
Hess, Vickie L.—Vice President for Academic Affairs/Academic Dean, *Ph.D.*, ext. 217, vhess@sterling.edu

**Tabor**  
Keim, Howard—Vice President of Academic and Student Affairs, Dean of Faculty, *Ph.D.*, ext. 1041, howardk@tabor.edu

**ACCK (ex officio)**  
Brown, Ray C.—Executive Director, *Ph.D.*, ext. 102, ray-brown@acck.edu
Business Policies Committee-BPC

Bethany
Pywell, Mary--Chief Financial Officer, B.A., C.P.A., ext. 8116, pywellm@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Dick, Gregg--Interim Controller, BPC Chair, B.S., ext. 277, greggd@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
Schneider, Wayne--Business Manager, BPC Secretary, M.B.A., ext. 1222, kwaynes@acck.edu

McPherson
Green, Gaylon--Business Manager, B.B.A., ext. 1111, greeng@mcpherson.edu

Sterling
Turney, Dennis--Vice President for Financial Services, M.H.S.A., C.P.A., ext. 294, dturney@sterling.edu

Tabor
Fadenrecht, Kirby--Vice President for Business and Finance, M.B.A., ext. 1056, kirbyf@tabor.edu

ACCK (ex officio)
Brown, Ray C.--Executive Director, Ph.D., University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, ext. 102, raybrown@acck.edu

ACCK Teacher Education

Teacher Education Chair
Ritterhouse, Gladys--Assistant Professor of Education, Director of Teacher Education, M.Ed., ext. 241, gritterhouse@sterling.edu

Secondary Methods Chair
Walker, Glenn--Assistant Professor of Education, Ed.D., ext. 8300, walkerg@bethanylb.edu

Special Education Chair
Bagley, Donna--Associate Professor of Education, Chair of Education Dept., Director of Master's of Education Program, Ph.D., ext. 1005, donnab@tabor.edu

ACCK
Amos, Betty -- M.S., ext. 110, betty-amos@acck.edu
Bailey, Deborah A. -- Ph.D., ext. 118, deborah-bailey@acck.edu
Brown, Ray C.--Executive Director, Ph.D., ext. 102, ray-brown@acck.edu
McDonald, Angie--Interim Department Chair, M.S., ext. 116, angie-mcdonald@acck.edu
O'Neal, Kelly—M.Ed., ext.118, kelly-oneal@acck.edu
Schweitzer, D. Jeannene-- M.S., ext. 112, jeannes@acck.edu

Bethany
Holmquist, Marlysue--Chair of Teacher Education, and Assistant Professor of Education, Ph.D., ext. 8297, holmquist@bethanylb.edu
Porter, Diana--Assistant Professor of Education, M.S., ext. 8457, porterdi@bethanylb.edu
Walker, Glenn R.--Assistant Professor of Education, Ed.D., ext. 8300, walkerg@bethanylb.edu
ACCK Teacher Education (continued)

Bethel
Jantz, Allen--Assistant Professor of Education, Director of Teacher Education, *M.Ed. (Specialist)*, ext. 257, ajantz@bethelks.edu
Miller, Judith--Associate Professor of Education, *M.A., Ed.D.*, ext. 256, jmiller@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
Barrett-Jones, Kathleen--Associate Professor of Education, *Ed.D.*, ext. 1390, kbj@kwu.edu
Kearns-Cramer, Phyllis--Professor of Education, Director of Teacher Education, *Ph.D.*, ext. 1398, pkcramer@kwu.edu

McPherson
Ballew, M. Jean--Assistant Professor of Education, *M.S.*, ext. 1261, ballewj@mcpherson.edu
Cole, Barbara--Assistant Professor of Education, *B.S., M.S.*, ext. 1260, coleb@mcpherson.edu
Kimbrell, Marilyn--Professor of Education, *Ph.D.*, ext. 1335, kimbrelm@mcpherson.edu
Smith, Jeanne J.--Associate Professor of Education, *Ed.D.*, ext. 1246, smithj@mcpherson.edu

Sterling
Best, Judith--Assistant Professor of Education, *M.A.*, ext. 230, jbest@sterling.edu
Gaeddert, Terri--Assistant Professor of Education, *M.A.*, ext. 230, tgaeddert@sterling.edu
Peters, Troy--Assistant Professor of Education, *Ph.D.*, ext. 353, tpeters@sterling.edu
Ritterhouse, Gladys--Assistant Professor of Education, Director of Teacher Education, *M.Ed.*, ext. 241, grittyrhouse@sterling.edu

Tabor
Anthony, Bruce--Assistant Professor of Education, *Ph.D.*, ext. 1002, brucea@tabor.edu
Bagley, Donna--Associate Professor of Education, Chair of Education Dept., Director of Master's of Education Program, *Ph.D.*, ext. 1005, donnab@tabor.edu
Loewen, Joanne--Instructor of Education, *M.A.*, ext. 1004, joannel@tabor.edu

Athletic Training Committee

Bethany
Turner, Shelly--Assistant Professor of Athletic Training, Head Athletic Trainer, *M.S.*, ext. 8314, turners@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Flickner, Diane--Associate Professor of Health Management & Director of Athletics, *M.S.*, ext. 279, flickner@bethelks.edu
Graber, Russ--Associate Professor of Health Management & Human Ecology, *M.S.*, ext. 383, rpgrabcr@bethelks.edu

Sterling
Diller, Vince--Instructor in Athletic Training, *M.S., ATC/R*, ext. 224, vdiller@sterling.edu
Athletic Training Committee (continued)

Tabor
Gardner, Mike--Instructor of Physical Education, M.S., ext. 1603, mikeg@tabor.edu
Hunt, Karol--Professor of Physical Education, ATC Chair, Ph.D., ext. 1302, karolh@tabor.edu
Livingston, Jennifer--Head Athletic Trainer and Director of the Athletic Training Program, M.S., ext. 1306, jenniferl@tabor.edu

Computer Science Curriculum

CSC Chair
Gale, Cristi--Assistant Professor of Computer Science, M.S., ext. 273, cgale@sterling.edu

Bethany
Martin, Angela--Assistant Professor of Economics-Business, M.S., ext. 8264, martina@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Janzen, David S.--Assistant Professor of Computer Science, M.S., ext. 259, djanzen@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
Kraemer, David--Associate Professor of Computer Studies, Chair of Computer Studies Department, Ph.D., ext. 2214, kraemer@kwu.edu
Steimel, Rosalee M.--Associate Professor of Computer Studies, Chair of the Computer Studies Department, Ph.D., ext. 2217, rose@diamond.kwu.edu

McPherson
Flagg, Mary S.--Professor of Mathematics & Computer Science, M.S., ext. 1209, flaggm@mcpherson.edu
Neufeld, Robert--Professor of Computer Science, Ph.D., ext. 1208, neufeldr@mcpherson.edu

Sterling
Gale, Cristi--Assistant Professor of Computer Science, M.S., ext. 273, cgale@sterling.edu
Haggerty, Sally--Assistant Professor of Computer Science, M.S., ext. 309, shaggerty@sterling.edu

Tabor
Diener, Glen--Associate Professor of Computer Science, M.S., ext. 1113, glend@tabor.edu

ACCK Administration

Executive Director
Brown, Ray C.--Executive Director, Ph.D., ext. 102, ray-brown@acck.edu

Administrative Staff
Mattison, Jo Ann--Accounting Associate, B.S. Friends University, ext. 105, joannm@acck.edu
Warren, Chantel--Administrative Associate, ext. 103, chantew@acck.edu

Courier Drivers: Ben Stucky, Ted Voran, and Marion Wood

Custodian: Nguyen, Anh--Custodian
ACCK Computer Center

Cottrell, Marcie--Programmer/Analyst, B.S., ext. 128, marciec@acck.edu
Doughty, Jr., Gavin--Programmer/Analyst and Hardware/Communication Coordinator, B.S.,
ext. 125, gavind@acck.edu
Eis, Walter--Programmer/Analyst, Web Master, B.S., ext. 129, walte@acck.edu
Goering, Darlene M.--Printing/Copier Coordinator, ext. 121, operator@acck.edu
McDowell, Valerie--Programmer/Analyst, A.A., ext. 127, valerim@acck.edu
Prothe, Jerod--Systems Administrator, Programmer/Analyst, B.S., ext. 124, jerodp@acck.edu

ACCK Athletic Trainers

Program Director
Diller, Vince--Instructor in Athletic Training, M.S., ATC/R, ext. 224, vdiller@sterling.edu

Curriculum Director
Graber, Russ--Associate Professor of Health Management & Human Ecology, M.S., ext. 383,
rpgraber@bethelks.edu

Clinical Director
Turner, Shelly--Assistant Professor of Athletic Training, Head Athletic Trainer, M.S., ext. 8314,
turners@bethanylb.edu

Support Staff
Skinner, Kathy--Secretary, ext. 111, kathys@acck.edu

ACCK Special Education

Faculty
Bailey, Deborah A.-- Ph.D., ext. 118, deborah-bailey@acck.edu
Amos, Betty-- M.S., ext. 110, bettya@acck.edu
McDonald, Angie—Interim Department Chair; M.S., ext. 116, angie-mcdonald@acck.edu
O’Neal, Kelly—M.Ed., ext. 118, kelly-oneal@acck.edu
Schweitzer, D. Jeannene-- M.S., ext. 112, jeannes@acck.edu

Support Staff
Robertson, Glenda--Secretary, ext. 117, glendar@acck.edu
Zerger, Donna--Media Specialist, ACCK Library, M.Ed.-SPED, ext. 132, donnaz@acck.edu

Adjunct Faculty
Dresie, Denise; Funk, Carisa; Holt, Sally; Hulstine, Margaret J. (Peggy);
Jeffrey, Sharon; Jost, Donna; Kelly, Pat; Lickteig, Glenda;
Staab, Mary Jo; Strathman, Melissa
Secondary Methods Courses

Coordinator
Brown, Ray C.--Executive Director, Ph.D., ext. 102, ray-brown@acck.edu

Adjunct Faculty
Hubin, Tim—Methods for Teaching Natural Science
Kirchner, Shane—Methods for Teaching Speech and Theatre
Mamoth, Theodessa—Methods for Teaching English/Language Arts
Reed, Rick—Methods for Teaching Social and Behavioral Science
Schlabaugh, Merle G.—Methods for Teaching Modern Languages

Academic Deans

Bethany
Bales, Eugene--Interim Academic Dean, Ph.D., ext. 8104, balese@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Sheriff, John K.--Ernest E. Leisy Professor of English, Academic Dean, APC Secretary, Ph.D., ext. 239, jsheriff@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
Russin, Raymond--Vice President/Academic Dean, Ph.D., ext. 1282, russinr@kwu.edu

McPherson
Eells, Laura W.--Provost/Dean of Faculty, Ph.D., ext. 1103, eellsl@mcpherson.edu

Sterling
Hess, Vickie L.--Vice President for Academic Affairs/Academic Dean, Ph.D., ext. 217, vhess@sterling.edu

Tabor
Keim, Howard--Vice President of Academic and Student Affairs, Dean of Faculty, Ph.D., ext. 1041, howardk@tabor.edu

Academic Dean’s Office

Bethany
Davis, Candi--Administrative Assistant, B.A., ext. 8104, davisc@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Headrick, Terri--Administrative Assistant to Academic Dean, A.A., ext. 239, theadrick@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
Klanke, Judy--Administrative Assistant to Vice President & Academic Dean, ext. 1280, judyk@kwu.edu

McPherson
Matthaei, Marylyn--Administrative Assistant to the Provost, B.A., ext. 1106, matthaem@mcpherson.edu
**Academic Dean’s Office (continued)**

**Sterling**
- Fry, Cindy--Administrative Assistant to Vice President for Academic Affairs, *Associate of Business Administration*, ext. 217, cfry@sterling.edu

**Tabor**
- Buller, Pauline--Administrative Assistant to the President of Academic Affairs, *B.M.E.*, ext. 1044, paulineb@tabor.edu

**Admissions**

**Bethany**
- Maceo, Thandabantu--Dean of Enrollment Management, *B.A.*, ext. 8274, maceot@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**
- Bartel, Allan--Director of Admissions & Enrollment, *B.S.*, ext. 230, abartel@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**
- Thayer, Tina--Director of Admissions & Dean of Student Services, *M.S.*, ext. 1283, tina@kwu.edu

**McPherson**
- Tyler, Karlene--Associate Dean of Academic Records, Associate Professor of Theatre, *M.A.*, ext. 1276, tylerk@mcpherson.edu
- Williams, Carol--Director of Admissions & Financial Aid, *B.A.*, ext. 1270, williamc@mcpherson.edu

**Sterling**
- Dutton, Dennis--Vice President for Enrollment & Marketing, ext. 364, ddutton@sterling.edu

**Tabor**
- Allen, Russell (Rusty)--Director of Admissions, *M.S.*, ext. 1727, rustya@tabor.edu

**Alumni**

**Bethany**
- Northcutt, Kristi--Director of Alumni Programs, *B.A.*, ext. 8272, northcuttk@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**
- Linscheid, Dave--Director of Alumni Relations, *M.A.*, ext. 251, dlin@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**
- Anderson, Jane--Director of Alumni Relations, *B.A.*, ext. 1131, kjanea@acck.edu

**McPherson**
- Russell, Cyril C.--Associate Director of Institutional Advancement, Director of Alumni & Community Relations, *M.S.M.*, ext. 1254, russellec@mcpherson.edu

**Sterling**
- Colvin, Tarah—Director, Alumni & Parent Services, ext. 206, tcolvin@sterling.edu

**Tabor**
- Berg, Steve--Director of Alumni & Related Programs, *M.A.*, ext. 1708, steveb@tabor.edu
**Bookstore Directors**

**Bethany**
Petty, David--Director of Bookstore, *M.A.*, ext. 8155, pettyd@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**
Lee, Barbara--Bookstore Manager, ext. 205, balee@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**
Howe, Barbie--Manager, ext. 1153, founders1210@kwu.edu

**McPherson**
Dockum, Rebecca--Book Store Manager, ext. 1225, dockumr@mcperson.edu

**Sterling**
Staton, Debbie--Book Store Manager, ext. 223, dstaton@sterling.edu

**Tabor**
Brenneman, Anne--Book Store Manager, ext. 1351, anneb@tabor.edu

**Campus Computing**

**Bethany**
Lillard, J. R.--Director of Computer Services, ext. 8318, lillardj@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**
Roberson, Jeff--Network Administrator, *B.S.*, ext. 212, jroberson@bethelks.edu
Scott-Janzen, Lisa--Director of Information and Media Services, *M.A.*, ext. 310, ljscotti@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**
Krob, Jay--Director of Information Systems, *B.A.*, ext. 2213, jayk@kwu.edu

**McPherson**
Gitchell, David--Director of Computer Services/Systems Administrator, *B.S.*, ext. 1632, gitcheld@mcperson.edu
Ullom, Andy--Assistant Director, Computer Services, *B.S.*, ext. 1632, ulloma@mcperson.edu

**Sterling**
Knowlton, Michael--Assistant Network Administrator, *B.A.*, *Sterling College*, ext. 320, mknowlton@sterling.edu
Tyrell, Jim--Director of Campus Computing, *Associate in Electronic Technology*, ext. 374, jtyrell@sterling.edu
Walcher, Luke--Assistant Systems Administrator, *B.A.*, *Sterling College*, ext. 281, lwalcher@sterling.edu

**Tabor**
Glanzer, Chris--Computer Systems Administrator, *B.A.*, ext. 1110, chrisg@tabor.edu
Career Services

Bethany
Coleman-Hull, June--Director of Career Services, M.Ed., ext. 8027, colemanhj@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Krell, Marla--Director of Career Development and Placement, B.A., ext. 326, mkrell@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
Cobb, Bev--Administrative Assistant, Student Life Officer, Career Services Coordinator, A.A., ext. 1160, bevcobb@kwu.edu

McPherson
Schneider, Michael P.--Director of Career Services & Internships, M.B.A., ext. 1227, schneidm@mcphterson.edu

Sterling
Vacant--

Tabor
Baltzer, Daryle--Coordinator of Student Counseling & Career Services, ext. 1223, daryleb@tabor.edu

Communication

Bethany
Rothgeb, Harold (Bud)--Director of Communications/College Relations, M.A., ext. 8122, rothgebb@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Koontz, Sondra--Director of Advancement, M.L.S., ext. 341, skoontz@bethelks.edu
Reimer, Carla--Director of Public Information & News Service, B.A., ext. 287, creimer@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
Eikleberry, Leslie--Director of Public Relations, B.A., ext. 1127, leikleberry@kwu.edu

McPherson
Hendricks, Darren--Director of Communications, B.S., ext. 1130, hendricd@mcphterson.edu
Swenson, Carol--Sports Information Director, M.A., ext. 1124, swensonc@mcphterson.edu

Sterling
Lightner, Melanie--Director of Marketing Communications, ext. 276, mlightner@sterling.edu
Reed, Shawn--Sports Information Director, M.S., ext. 282, sreed@sterling.edu

Tabor
Cook, Sara--Director of Public Relations, B.A., ext. 1705, sarac@tabor.edu
**Development**

**Bethany**
Humphrey, Karen--Vice President for Institutional Advancement, B.A., ext. 8274, humphreyk@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**
Goering, Fred--Associate Director of Development, B.S., ext. 226, fgoering@bethelks.edu
Koontz, Sondra--Director of Advancement, M.L.S., ext. 341, skoontz@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**
Botz, Bradley J.--Director of Institutional Advancement, M.Ed., ext. 1121, bbotz@kwu.edu
Burgardt, Doug--Director of Annual Giving, B.A.

**McPherson**
Nealeigh, Michael--Executive Director for Institutional Advancement, Ph.D., ext. 1126, nealeigm@mcpherson.edu

**Sterling**
Reed, Donald R.--Vice President for Institutional Advancement, B.S., ext. 290, dreed@sterling.edu

**Tabor**
Elliott, James G.--Vice President for Advancement, M.A. (Communications), ext. 1710, jime@tabor.edu

**Finance**

**Bethany**
Ahlvers, Janelle--Controller, B.A., ext. 8119, ahlvers@bethanylb.edu
Pywell, Mary--Chief Financial Officer, BPC Chair, B.A., C.P.A., ext. 8116, pywellml@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**
Dick, Gregg--Interim Controller, BPC Secretary, B.S., ext. 277, greggd@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**
Schneider, Wayne--Business Manager, M.B.A., ext. 1222, kwaynes@acck.edu

**McPherson**
Green, Gaylon--Business Manager, B.B.A., ext. 1111, greenga@mcpherson.edu

**Sterling**
Turney, Dennis--Vice President for Financial Services, M.H.S.A., C.P.A., ext. 294, dturney@sterling.edu

**Tabor**
Fadenrecht, Kirby--Vice President for Business and Finance, M.B.A., ext. 1056, kirbyf@tabor.edu
Financial Aid

Bethany
Meagher, Brenda--Director of Financial Aid, B.A., ext. 8248, meagherb@bethanylb.edu
Zehnder, Bette--Assistant Director of Financial Aid, B.A., ext. 8114, zehnderb@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Graber, Tony--Director of Financial Aid, B.A., ext. 233, tgraber@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
Alexander, Glenna--Director of Financial Assistance & Registrar, M.B.A., ext. 1132, kglennaa@acck.edu

McPherson
Williams, Carol--Director of Admissions & Financial Aid, B.A., ext. 1270, williamc@mcpherson.edu

Sterling
Norwood, Anne--Director of Financial Aid, B.A., ext. 226, anorwood@sterling.edu

Tabor
Jost, Bruce--Director of Student Financial Services, B.A., ext. 1726, brucej@tabor.edu

Library

Bethany
Carson, Denise--Director of the Library, M.S., ext. 8342, carsond@bethanylb.edu
Pearson, John--Archivist, B.A., ext. 8299, pearsonj@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Stucky, Gail--Co-Director of Libraries, Public Services Librarian, M.A., ext. 363, gstucky@bethelks.edu
Thiesen, Barbara--Co-Director of Libraries, Technical Services Librarian, ext. 300, bthiesen@bethelks.edu
Thiesen, John--Co-Director of Libraries, Archivist, ext. 360, jthiesen@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
Becker, Kristen--Director of Library Services, M.L., ext. 4170, kristenb@kwu.edu

McPherson
Taylor, Susan--Professor of Journalism, Director of Library & Media Services, Ph.D., ext. 1213, taylors@mcpherson.edu

Sterling
Lee, Jan--Assistant Librarian, M.L.S., ext. 214, jlee@sterling.edu
Weller, LeAnn--Director of Mabee Library, A.M.L.S., ext. 235, lweller@sterling.edu

Tabor
Wathen, Adam--Director of Library Services, M.A., M.L.S., ext. 1202, adamw@tabor.edu
**President's Office**

**Bethany**
Crane, Barbara--Administrative Assistant, ext. 8102, craneb@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**
Gunden, Emma--Special Assistant to the President, A.A., ext. 241, egunden@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**
Shirk, Jan--Administrative Assistant to the President, ext. 1225, jan@kwu.edu

**McPherson**
Wagoner, Debra--Executive Assistant to the President, ext. 1101, wagonerd@mcpherson.edu

**Sterling**
Christenson, Laloni--Assistant to the President, ext. 213, lchristenson@sterling.edu

**Tabor**
Thomas, Betty--Administrative Assistant to the President, ext. 1057, bettyt@tabor.edu

**Registration and Enrollment**

**Bethany**
Bruce, Sharon--Registrar, M.S., ext. 8295, bruces@bethanylb.edu
Krinhop, Brenda--Enrollment Services Secretary, ext. 8105, brendak@bethanylb.edu
Roberts, Dala--Enrollment Services Secretary, ext. 8107, robertsd@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**
Frey, Rodney--Registrar, Ph.D., ext. 285, rodfrey@bethelks.edu
Schmidt, Kay--Associate Registrar, B.S., ext. 285, kays@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**
Alexander, Glenna--Director of Financial Assistance & Registrar, M.B.A., ext. 1132, kglennaa@acck.edu

**McPherson**
Tyler, Karlene--Associate Dean of Academic Records, Associate Professor of Theatre, M.A., ext. 1276, tylerk@mcpherson.edu

**Sterling**
Caywood, Janet--Registrar, B.A., ext. 343, jcaywood@sterling.edu
Reed, Ginger--Assistant to Registrar, ext. 280, greed@sterling.edu

**Tabor**
Duerksen, Deanne--Registrar, M.S., ext. 1045, deanned@tabor.edu
Lehrman, Susan--Assistant to Registrar, ext. 1043, susanl@tabor.edu
Student Life

Bethany
Harty, Janice--Office Manager of Student Life, ext. 8161, hartyj@bethanylb.edu
Katchay, Bryan--Dean for Student Life, M.Ed., ext. 8161, katchayb@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Becker, Donna--Dean for Student Development, M.S.N., ext. 324, dbecker@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
Hopkins, Kevin--Campus Pastor, B.S.W., M. Div., ext. 1162, revhop@kwu.edu

McPherson
Rothrock, LaMonte--Dean of Students, M.Ed., ext. 1141, rothrocl@mcpherson.edu

Sterling
Earle, Sherry--Office Manager of Student Life, ext. 218, searle@sterling.edu

Tabor
Krebs, Don--Interim Dean of Students, M.S., ext. 1033, donk@tabor.edu

Art

Bethany
Kahler, Caroline A.--Associate Professor of Art, Art Department Chair, Fine Arts Division Chair, M.F.A., ext. 8145, kahlerc@bethanylb.edu
Kay, Mary--Associate Professor of Art (Spring), M.F.A., ext. 8147, kaym@bethanylb.edu
Pogue, Ed--Assistant Professor of Art, M.F.A., ext. 8148, poguee@bethanylb.edu
Shaw, Frank C.--Assistant Professor of Art (Fall), M.F.A., ext. 8147, shawf@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Long, David--Assistant Professor of Art, M.F.A., ext. 223, dlong@bethelks.edu
Lutsch, Gail--Professor of Art, M.F.A., ext. 222, glutsch@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
Anderson, L. Bradley--Assistant Professor of Art, M.F.A., ext. 5164, brad@kwu.edu

McPherson
Conyers, Wayne A.--Associate Professor of Art, M.F.A., ext. 1234, conyerw@mcpherson.edu
Erway, Dee--Instructor & Program Director of Graphic Design, B.F.A., ext. 1787, erwayd@mcpherson.edu
Frigard, Kelly--Assistant Professor of Art, M.F.A., ext. 1138, frigardk@mcpherson.edu

Sterling
Cook, David A.--Assistant Professor of Art, M.F.A., ext. 242, dcook@sterling.edu

Tabor
Plank, Bruce--Assistant Professor of Ar & Design, M.F.A., ext. 1121, brucep@tabor.edu
**Athletic Trainers**

**Bethany**

Turner, Shelly--Assistant Professor of Athletic Training, Head Athletic Trainer, *M.S.*, ext. 8314, turners@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**

Roy, Christopher--Head Athletic Trainer, *M.S.*, ext. 209, croy@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**

Shriver, Chad--Head Athletic Trainer, *M.A.*, ext. 3192, cshriver@kwu.edu

Williams, Matthew--Director of Athletic Training Program, Assistant Professor of Health/Physical Education & Recreation, *B.S.M.*, ext. 3194, mjw@kwu.edu

**McPherson**

Wolf, Amanda--Head Athletic Trainer, *B.A.*, ext. 1242, wolfa@mcpherson.edu

**Sterling**

Diller, Vince--Instructor in Athletic Training, *M.S., ATC/R*, ext. 224, vdiller@sterling.edu

Manely, Pete--Head Athletic Trainer, *M.S., ATC*, ext. 338, pmanley@sterling.edu

**Tabor**

Livingston, Jennifer--Head Athletic Trainer and Director of the Athletic Training Program, *M.S.*, ext. 1306, jenniferl@tabor.edu

Moore, Jim--Assistant Athletic Trainer, *M.S.S.*, ext. 1303, jimm@tabor.edu

**Behavioral Sciences**

**Bethany**

Bishop, Roger--Associate Professor of Psychology, Psychology Department Chair, *M.A.*, ext. 8229, bishopr@bethanylb.edu

Pierce, Gregory--Associate Professor of Criminal Justice, *M.S., M.A.*, ext. 8170, pierceg@bethanylb.edu

Roberts, Sharon--Assistant Professor of Psychology, *Ph.D.*, ext. 8232, robertss@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**

Hart, Julie--Associate Professor of Sociology & Peace Studies, *Ph.D.*, ext. 245, jhart@bethelks.edu

Krehbiel, Dwight--Professor of Psychology, *Ph.D.*, ext. 211, krehbiel@bethelks.edu

Lewis, Paul--Professor of Psychology, *Ph.D.*, ext. 292, plewis@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**

Burchill, John--Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice, *M.S.*, ext. 2322, john@kwu.edu

Gillespie, Gerald--Associate Professor of Psychology, *M.A.*, ext. 2320, geraldg@kwu.edu

Hoekstra, Steve--Instructor of Psychology, *M.S., Ph.D.*, ext. 2317, hoekstr@kwu.edu

Olsen, Donald R.--Professor of Sociology & Department Chair, *Ph.D.*, ext. 2313, dbo@kwu.edu
Behavioral Sciences (continued)

McPherson

Brown, Jessica--Director of Adult Education, Assistant Professor of Behavioral Science, M.S., ext. 1104, brownj@mcpherson.edu
Chin, Ku-Sup--Assistant Professor of Sociology, Ph.D., ext. 1201, chink@mcpherson.edu
Haritatos, James S.--Visiting Assistant Professor of Behavioral Science, M.S.W., ext. 1201, haritatj@mcpherson.edu
Midgley, Bryan--Assistant Professor of Psychology, Ph.D., ext. 1206, midgleyb@mcpherson.edu

Sterling

Dunham, Carolyn--Assistant Professor of Sociology, Ph.D., ext. 337, cdunham@sterling.edu
Froese, Arnold D.--Professor of Psychology, Ph.D., ext. 295, afroese@sterling.edu
Vogts-Scribner, Valecia--Instructor in Psychology, M.S., ext. 296, vvogts-scribner@sterling.edu

Tabor

Hughes-Jones, Alicia--Assistant Professor of Sociology, Ph.D., ext. 1066, aliciah@tabor.edu
Marrs, Heath--Assistant Professor of Psychology, Ed.S., ext. 1062, heathm@tabor.edu
Woodman, Pamela--Instructor of Psychology, M.A., ext. 1063, pamelaw@tabor.edu

Business

Bethany

Ahlseen, Mark--Associate Professor of Economics-Business, Faculty Athletic Representative, Fall '03, Ph.D., ext. 8218, ahlseenm@bethanylb.edu
Carlson, Robert F.--Professor of Economics-Business, Chair of Economics-Business Department (Fall sabbatical), M.B.A., ext. 8167, carlsonr@bethanylb.edu
Gentine, Paul--Assistant Professor of Economics-Business, Fall Chair of Economics-Business Department, M.S., ext. 8259, gentinep@bethanylb.edu
Martin, Angela--Assistant Professor of Economics-Business, M.S., ext. 8264, martina@bethanylb.edu
Mohler-Spear, Barbara A.--Professor of Economics-Business (Accounting), Social Science Division Chair, M.S., ext. 8173, rytých@bethanylb.edu
Texley, Bruce--Professor of Economics-Business (Partially Retired), M.S., ext. 8172, texleyb@bethanylb.edu

Bethel

Bradshaw, Bruce--Assistant Professor of Business Administration, M.A., ext. 323, bbradshaw@bethelks.edu
Wilkerson, Kimberly--Assistant Professor of Accounting, M.B.A, ext. 301, kwilkerson@bethelks.edu
Woolverton, Michael--Professor of Economics, Ph.D., ext. 319, mwoolverton@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan

Ahlvers, Carol--Associate Professor of Business, Economics, and Accounting, Director of M.B.A. program, Ph.D., ext. 2238, carol@kwu.edu
Botz, Daniel--Assistant Professor of Business & Department Chair, J.D., ext. 2281, dbotz@kwu.edu
Kelley, Joyce--Associate Professor of Accounting, M.B.A., C.P.A., ext. 2220, kelley@kwu.edu
O'Gorman, Brenda--Instructor of Business, M.A., ext. 2218, brenda@kwu.edu
Roth, Frank E.--Assistant Professor of Business, M.B.A., ext. 2119, froth@kwu.edu
Business (continued)

McPherson
Gieselman, Rod--Assistant Professor of Business, M.B.A., ext. 1251, gieselmr@mcpherson.edu
O'Dell, David--Associate Professor of Accounting, M.B.A., ext. 1250, odelld@mcpherson.edu
Richardson, Jenni--Assistant Professor of Business & Accounting, M.A., ext. 1249, richardj@mcpherson.edu

Sterling
Agnew, Michael--Assistant Professor of Business & Social Entrepreneurship, Ed.D, ext. 461, magnew@sterling.edu
Cooper, Dixon H.--Assistant Professor of Business, M.S., ext. 289, dcooper@sterling.edu
Glynn, Katherine J.--Senior Associate Professor in Business & Accounting, M.B.A., ext. 299, kglynn@sterling.edu

Tabor
Hope, Norman--Professor of Business Administration, Director of Master's in Accounting Program, Ph.D., ext. 1504, normh@tabor.edu
Isaac, Don--Professor of Business and Economics, Ph.D., ext. 1503, doni@tabor.edu
Kroeker, David--Assistant Professor of Business Administration, M.B.A., ext. 1505, davidk@tabor.edu

Communication/ Theater

Bethany
LeGault, Greg--Assistant Professor of Theater, M.A., ext. 8257, legaultg@bethanylb.edu
Simon, Jenny--Assistant Professor of Speech/Communication, M.A., ext. 8128, simonj@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Crouse-Dick, Christine--Instructor of Communication Arts, M.A., ext. 271, cecrousel@bethelks.edu
McCabe-Juhnke, John--Professor of Communication Arts, Ph.D., ext. 272, jmccuhn@bethelks.edu
Noel, Brent--Assistant Professor of Communication Arts, M.A., ext. 270, bnoel@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
Marshall, Barbara--Assistant Professor of Speech and Theatre, M.A., ext. 5215, bmarsh@kwu.edu
Nazworth, Daniel--Associate Professor of Speech & Theatre, Ph.D., ext. 5109, dnaz@kwu.edu
Pezzuolo, Richard--Assistant Professor of Communications, M.A., ext. 5112, richardp@kwu.edu

McPherson
Clary, Bruce--Associate Professor of English, Ph.D., ext. 1245, claryb@mcpherson.edu
Pennell, Nancy--Assistant Professor of Theatre, Ph.D., ext. 1788, pennelln@mcpherson.edu
Stanley, Kimberly D.--Professor of English & Communications, Ph.D., ext. 1252, stanleyk@mcpherson.edu
Taylor, Susan--Professor of Journalism, Director of Library & Media Services, Ph.D., ext. 1213, taylors@mcpherson.edu
Tyler, Rick W.--Professor of Theatre, Ph.D., ext. 1210, tylerr@mcpherson.edu
Communication/ Theater (continued)

Sterling

Kling, Diane DeFranco--Senior Associate Professor in Theatre Arts, M.A., ext. 365, defranco@sterling.edu
Kling, Gordon S.--Senior Associate Professor in Theatre Arts, M.A., ext. 265, gkling@sterling.edu

Tabor

Cantwell, Linda--Assistant Professor of Communication, M.A., ext. 1001, lindac@tabor.edu
Harder, Judy--Associate Professor of Communications and Drama, M.A., ext. 1075, judyh@tabor.edu
Ratzlaff, Aileen--Assistant Professor of Communications, Ph.D., ext. 1073, aileenr@tabor.edu

Languages

Bethany

Coleman-Hull, Philip--Assistant Professor of English, English/Communication Department Chair, Ph.D., ext. 8129, colemanp@bethanylb.edu
Hasimoglu, Ediz--Instructor in German, B.S., ext. 8131
Juan-Saura, Mercedes--Assistant Professor of Spanish, Ph.D., ext. 8131, juansauram@bethanylb.edu
Lewis, Linda--Professor of English, Ph.D., ext. 8127, lewisl@bethanylb.edu

Bethel

Born, Brad--Assistant Professor of English, Ph.D., ext. 240, bborn@bethelks.edu
Regier, Ami--Assistant Professor of English, Ph.D., ext. 293, aregier@bethelks.edu
Schlabaugh, Merle G--Instructor in Modern Languages (German), Ph.D., ext. 336, mschlab@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan

Brown, William C.--Professor of English and Humanities, Ph.D., ext. 1372, wmcbrown@kwu.edu
Diaz, Chelo--Adjunct instructor in Spanish, M.A., ext. 1322, cdiaz@kwu.edu
Jochum, Chris--Adjunct Instructor in Spanish, M.A., B.A., ext. 1322, cjochum@kwu.edu
Juhnke, Janet--Professor of English, Ph.D., ext. 1310, juhnke@kwu.edu
MacLennan, Marcia M.--Associate Professor of Humanities, M.A., ext. 1410, maclen@kwu.edu
Robertson, Martha--Instructor of English and ESL, M.A., ext. 1324, marthar@kwu.edu

McPherson

Clary, Bruce--Associate Professor of English, Ph.D., ext. 1245, claryb@mcpHERsion.edu
Kilgus, Ocie--Assistant Professor of Modern Languages - Spanish, M.A., ext. 1248, kilguso@mcpHERsion.edu
Stanley, Kimberly D.--Professor of English & Communications, Ph.D., ext. 1252, stanleyk@mcpHERsion.edu
**Languages (continued)**

**Sterling**
- Gannon, Craig A.--Professor in Language and Literature, *Ph.D.*, ext. 327, cgannon@sterling.edu
- Langan, Katherine--Assistant Professor of Foreign Language & Linguistics, *Ph.D.*, ext. 468, klangan@sterling.edu
- Squires, Felicia--Associate Professor of Language & Literature, *Ph.D.*, ext. 333, fsquires@sterling.edu

**Tabor**
- Dick, Christopher--Assistant Professor of English, *M.A.*, ext. 1024, chrisdl@tabor.edu
- Penner, Deborah--Associate Professor of English, Director of Writing Center, *Ph.D.*, ext. 1021, deborahdp@tabor.edu

**Math**

**Bethany**
- Boyd, Cindy--Assistant Professor of Mathematics, *M.S.*, ext. 8182, boydc@bethanylb.edu
- Murphy, John--Professor of Mathematics, Chair of Mathematics/Physics Department, *Ph.D.*, ext. 8263, murphy@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**
- Buller, Tim--Instructor of System Administration, *B.A.*, ext. 273, tbuller@bethelks.edu
- Earles, Christopher--Assistant Professor of Mathematics, *Ph.D.*, ext. 258, cearles@bethelks.edu
- Janzen, David S.--Assistant Professor of Computer Science, *M.S.*, ext. 259, djanzen@bethelks.edu
- Rempel, Richard--Professor of Mathematics, *Ph.D.*, ext. 294, rrempel@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**
- Reza, Ahangar--Associate Professor of Mathematics, *Ph.D.*, ext. 2420, rahangar@kwu.edu

**McPherson**
- Burkholder, Douglas G.--Professor of Mathematics, *Ph.D.*, ext. 1258, burkhold@mcpherson.edu
- Flagg, Mary S.--Professor of Mathematics & Computer Science, *M.S.*, ext. 1209, flaggm@mcpherson.edu
- Neufeld, Robert--Professor of Computer Science, *Ph.D.*, ext. 1208, neufeldr@mcpherson.edu

**Sterling**
- McCullum, Richard W.--Assistant Professor of Math, *M.S.*, ext. 321, rmccullum@sterling.edu

**Tabor**
- Brenneman, Frank--Professor of Mathematics, *Ph.D.*, ext. 1131, frankb@tabor.edu
- Lilly, Lauren--Assistant Professor of Math/Computer Science, *M.A.*, ext. 1132, lauren1@tabor.edu
### Music

**Bethany**

- Dody, Teresa--Assistant Professor of Music, Elementary and Vocal, *M.M.*, ext. 8348, dodyt@bethanylb.edu
- Mahraun, Daniel--Assistant Professor of Music, Choral/Vocal, Music Department Chair, *M.M.*, ext. 8235, mahraund@bethanylb.edu
- Masterson, Daniel--Assistant Professor of Music, Piano, *D.M.A.*, ext. 8139, masterson@bethanylb.edu
- Moll, Melissa--Assistant Professor of Music, Organ, *M.M.*, ext. 8141, mollm@bethanylb.edu
- Rodgers, Joseph--Assistant Professor of Music/Strings, *M.M.*, ext. 8137, rodgersj@bethanylb.edu
- Talbott, Doug--Assistant Professor of Music, Bands, *M.M.E.*, ext. 8135, talbott@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**

- Eash, William--Professor of Music, *D.M.A.*, ext. 316, weash@bethelks.edu
- Jones, Stephen--Instructor of Music, *M.M.*, ext. 265, sjones@bethelks.edu
- Kasper, Kathryn--Associate Professor of Music, *M.A.*, ext. 282, kkasper@bethelks.edu
- Koch, Christopher--Assistant Professor of Music, *Ph.D.*, ext. 264, ekoch@bethelks.edu
- Schlabaugh, Karen--Associate Professor of Music, *D.M.A.*, ext. 269, kschlab@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**

- Hakoda, Ken--Instructor of Music - Choral Music, Director, *M.M.*, ext. 5214, hakoda@kwu.edu
- McMosley, William--Director of Bands & Associate Professor of Music, *M.A.*, ext. 5213, mcmosley@kwu.edu

**McPherson**

- Brunelli, Stephanie--Associate Professor of Music, *D.A.*, ext. 1220, brunells@mcpHERSON.edu
- Gustafson, Steven C.--Professor of Music, *D.M.A.*, ext. 1219, gustafs@mcpHERSON.edu
- Kitzel, Larry--Professor of Music, *D.M.A.*, ext. 1221, kitzl@mcpHERSON.edu

**Sterling**

- Hodges, David--Instructor in Instrumental Music, *B.M.E.*, ext. 384, dhodges@sterling.edu
- Lewis, Diane M.--Professor of Vocal Music, *D.M.A.*, ext. 382, dlewis@sterling.edu

**Tabor**

- Cantwell, Richard--Professor of Instrumental Music, Chair of Music Department, *D.M.A.*, ext. 1402, richarde@tabor.edu
- Schmitt, Sheila--Assistant Professor of Music, *D.M.A.*, ext. 1406, sheilas@tabor.edu
- Swartzendruber, Holly--Assistant Professor of Vocal Music, *D.M.A.*, ext. 1404, hollys@tabor.edu
- Vogel, Brad--Associate Professor Choral Music, *D.M.A.*, ext. 1403, bradv@tabor.edu
**Nursing**

**Bethel**

Deckert, Verda--Associate Professor I of Nursing, *B.S.N., M.N.*, ext. 374, vdeckert@bethelks.edu
Dreier, Jeanne--Nursing Department Assistant, ext. 308, jdreier@bethelks.edu
Lugo-Baez, Nancy--Clinical Instructor, *B.S.N.*, ext. 305, nlugobaez@bethelks.edu
Moore, Carol--Director of Nursing, *B.S., M.S., Ph.D.*, ext. 307, moore@bethelks.edu
O'Bryan-Woods, Kimberly--Assistant Professor of Nursing, *A.P.R.N.*, kobryanwoods@bethelks.edu
Schroeder, Gregg--Assistant Professor II of Nursing, *M.S.N.*, ext. 377, gls58@bethelks.edu
Young, Lisa Ann--Assistant Professor of Nursing, *M.S.N.*, lyoung@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**

Brown, Patricia--Professor of Nursing, Acting Chair Division of Nursing Education, *Ph.D.*, ext. 7201, pbrown@kwu.edu
Huscher, Leanna--Associate Professor of Nursing, *M.S.*, ext. 7224, lhuscher@kwu.edu
Johnson, Therese M.--Associate Professor of Nursing, *M.S.N.*, ext. 7205, tjohnson@kwu.edu
Neuburger, Connie--Associate Professor of Nursing, *M.N.*, ext. 7225, cnuburgr@kwu.edu
Spikes, Janice--Professor of Nursing, *Ph.D.*, ext. 7209, jspikes@kwu.edu

**Tabor**

Leiker, Tona--Chair, Department of Nursing, Assistant Professor of Nursing, *M.N.*, tleiker@tabor.edu

**Physical Education**

**Bethany**

Johnson, Debra--Assistant Professor of Physical Education, HPEAT Department Chair, *M.S.*, ext. 8336, johnsond@bethanylb.edu
May, Trent--Instructor in Physical Education, Head Women's Basketball Coach, *M.S.*, ext. 8178, mayt@bethanylb.edu
Miller, Dustin--Instructor of Physical Education, Coach, *M.Ed.*, ext. 8177, millerd@bethanylb.edu
Oleen, R. Clair--Assistant Professor of Physical Education, Head Men's Basketball Coach, *M.S.*, ext. 8176, oleenc@bethanylb.edu
Turner, Shelly--Assistant Professor of Athletic Training, Head Athletic Trainer, *M.S.*, ext. 8314, turners@bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**

Chupp, Gary--Instructor in Health Management & Human Ecology, *M.S.*, ext. 278, gch upp@bethelks.edu
Flickner, Diane--Associate Professor of Health Management & Director of Athletics, *M.S.*, ext. 279, flickner@bethelks.edu
Graber, Russ--Associate Professor of Health Management & Human Ecology, *M.S.*, ext. 383, rpgrab er@bethelks.edu
Sieber, Gerry--Instructor of Health Management & Human Ecology, *M.S.*, ext. 297, gsieber@bethelks.edu
Physical Education (continued)

Kansas Wesleyan
Ellis, Joyce--Assistant Professor of Health/Physical Education and Recreation, M.S., ext. 3124, jellis@kwu.edu
Garavaglia-Maiorano, Joel--Assistant Professor of Health/Physical Education & Recreation, M.S., ext. 3126, jmaiorano@kwu.edu
Shriver, Chad--Head Athletic Trainer, Instructor of Health/Physical Education & Recreation, M.A., ext. 3192, cshriver@kwu.edu
Williams, Matthew--Director of Athletic Training Program, Assistant Professor of Health/Physical Education & Recreation, B.S.M., ext. 3194, mjw@kwu.edu

McPherson
Hoffman, Daniel J.--Associate Professor of Physical Education, M.Ed., ext. 1256, hoffmand@mcphea.edu
Stephenson, Nathalea--Head Coach, Volleyball; Coord. of Intramurals; Asst. Athletic Dir; Instr. in Cent. for Academic Dev., B.S., ext. 1259, stephenn@mcphea.edu
Trimmell, Roger--Assistant Professor of Physical Education, M.Ed., ext. 1236, trimmelr@mcphea.edu
Wright, Melvin--Professor of Physical Education, Ed.D., ext. 1257, wrightm@mcphea.edu

Sterling
DeSalme, Tommy--Assistant Professor of Physical Education & Men's Head Basketball Coach, M.Ed., ext. 277, tdesalme@sterling.edu
Diller, Vince--Instructor in Athletic Training, M.S., ATC/R, ext. 224, vdiller@sterling.edu
Kruse, Lonnie A.--Associate Professor in Physical Education/Director of Athletics & Head Women's Basketball Coach, M.Ed., ext. 285, lkruse@sterling.edu
Manely Pete--Head Athletic Trainer, M.S., ATC, ext. 338, pmanley@sterling.edu
Ver Steeg, Mary--Assoc. Prof. in Phys. Edu., Athletic Training Comm., Phys. Edu. Chair, Head Women's Volleyball Coach, M.S., ext. 257, mversteeg@sterling.edu

Tabor
Brubacher, Don--Associate Professor of Physical Education, Athletic Director, M.A., ext. 1310, donb@tabor.edu
Gardner, Mike--Instructor of Physical Education, M.S., ext. 1603, mikeg@tabor.edu
Hunt, Karol--Professor of Physical Education, ATC Chair, Ph.D., ext. 1302, karolh@tabor.edu
McCarty, Tim--Head Football Coach/Recruiter, M.Ed., ext. 1302, timm@tabor.edu
Sparks, John--Instructor of Physical Education, M.S., ext. 1313, johns@tabor.edu

Political Science/History

Bethany
Kahler, Bruce--Professor of History, Fall, Chair, History-Political Science Department, Ph.D., ext. 8172, kahlerb@bethanylb.edu
McFall, Kelly--Assistant Professor of History, Ph.D., ext. 8169, mcfallk@bethanylb.edu
Pigge, Joyce--Prof. of Political Sci., Hist./Political Sci. Ch.,Spg '03; Fac. Ath. Rep., Spg '03 (fall sabbatical), D.A., ext. 8215, piggej@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Jantzen, Mark--Assistant Professor of History, Ph.D., ext. 354, mjantzen@bethelks.edu
Moon, Penny--Assistant Professor of History, Ph.D., ext. 355, pmoon@bethelks.edu
Political Science/History (continued)

Kansas Wesleyan
Specht, Anita--Assistant Professor of History, M.A., Ph.D., ext. 2416, anitas@kwu.edu

McPherson
Entz, Gary--Assistant Professor of History, Ph.D., ext. 1243, entzg@mcpherson.edu
Yohn, Kenneth--Assistant Professor of History, Ph.D., ext. 1262, yohnk@mcpherson.edu

Sterling
Horrell, Mason--Associate Professor of History & Government, Ph.D., ext. 363, mhorrell@sterling.edu
Stark, Donnie A.--Assistant Professor of History & Government (on Leave through May 2004), M.A., ext. 334, dstark@sterling.edu

Tabor
King, Kenneth--Assistant Professor of History, M.A., ext. 1063, kenk@tabor.edu
Kyle, Richard--Professor of History and Religious Studies, Ph.D., ext. 1064, richardk@tabor.edu

Religion/Philosophy

Bethany
MacLennan, Ronald--Assoc. Prof. of Rel./Philosophy; Ch., Rel./Philosophy Dept.; Ch., Humanities Dept. (sp. sabbatical), Ph.D., ext. 8134, maclennar@bethanylb.edu
Yorton, Bryan--Assistant Professor of Philosophy/Religion., Ph.D., ext. 8241, yortonb@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Friesen, Duane--Professor of Bible and Religion, Th.D., ext. 260, dfriesen@bethelks.edu
Shelly, Patty--Associate Professor of Bible and Religion, Ph.D., ext. 318, pshelly@bethelks.edu

Kansas Wesleyan
MacLennan, Marcia M.--Associate Professor of Humanities, M.A., ext. 1410, maclenn@kwu.edu
Meckley, Philip--Assistant Professor of Religion & Philosophy, Ph.D., ext. 1415, philm@kwu.edu

McPherson
Smith, A. Herbert--Professor of Philosophy & Religion, Ph.D., ext. 1244, smithh@mcpherson.edu

Sterling
Gibson, Timothy--Instructor in Christian Education and Youth Ministry, Ph.D. Candidate, ext. 333, tgingson@sterling.edu
Kim, Johann--Assistant Professor of Biblical Studies & Greek, Ph.D., ext. 274, jdkim@sterling.edu
Lederle, Henry--Professor of Religion and Philosophy/Campus Chaplain, Th.D., ext. 237, hlederle@sterling.edu
Wells, Mark--Assistant Professor of Religion and Philosophy/Assistant Director of Servant Leadership, Ph.D. Candidate, ext. 251, mwells@sterling.edu
**Religion/Philosophy** (continued)

**Tabor**

Faber, David--Professor of Philosophy/Religious Studies, Ph.D., ext. 1076, davidf@tabor.edu

Jost, Lynn--Associate Professor of Biblical and Religious Studies, Ph.D., ext. 1071, lynnj@tabor.edu

Loewen, Wendell--Assistant Professor of Biblical and Religious Studies, M.Div., ext. 1074, wendell@tabor.edu

Miller, Doug--Associate Professor of Biblical and Religious Studies, Ph.D., ext. 1077, dougm@tabor.edu

**Sciences**

**Bethany**

Englund, Charles--Professor of Chemistry, Biology/Chemistry Department Chair, Ph.D., ext. 8153, englundc@bethanylb.edu

Korenman, Mikhail--Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Director of International Programs, Ph.D., ext. 8152, korenman@bethanylb.edu

Kozubowski, Mark--Associate Professor of Biology; Sciences Division Chair, Spring (Fall sabbatical), Ph.D., ext. 8150, kozubows@bethanylb.edu

Lockyear, Loranelle--Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Ph.D., ext. 8152, lockyearl@bethanylb.edu

McDonald, Mark--Associate Professor of Biology; Sciences Division Chair, Fall, Ph.D., ext. 8201, mcdonaldm@bethanylb.edu

Anatoli Vankov, Ph.D.--Assistant Professor of Physics, ext. 8149, @bethanylb.edu

**Bethel**

Lemons, Don--Professor of Physics, Ph.D., ext. 210, dlemons@bethelks.edu

Piper, Jon--Associate Professor of Biology, Ph.D., ext. 215, smilax@bethelks.edu

Tuttle, Tracy--Assistant Professor in Physics, M.A., ext. 821, tuttle@bethelks.edu

Wiens, A. Wayne--Professor of Biology, Ph.D., ext. 219, wwiens@bethelks.edu

Zerger, Richard--Professor of Physics and Chemistry, Ph.D., ext. 220, rzerger@bethelks.edu

**Kansas Wesleyan**

Boson, Sean--Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Department Chair, Ph.D., ext. 2419, sboson@kwu.edu

Hanna, Dorothy--Associate Professor of Chemistry, Ph.D., ext. 2418, dhanna@kwu.edu

McDonald, Susan--Associate Professor of Physics, Ph.D., ext. 2416, smcdonald@kwu.edu

Neuburger, Arthur--Professor of Biology, Ph.D., ext. 2318, anuburger@kwu.edu

Opitz, Weston--Associate Professor of Biology, Ph.D., ext. 2319, opitz@kwu.edu

**McPherson**

Dutrow, N. Alfred--Associate Professor of Agriculture, M.S., ext. 1205, dutrowa@mcpherson.edu

Frye, Jonathan--Associate Professor of Natural Science, Ph.D., ext. 1203, fryej@mcpherson.edu

Hubin, Tim--Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Ph.D., ext. 1795, hubint@mcpherson.edu

Noffsinger, Kent E.--Associate Professor of Physical Science, Ph.D., ext. 1202, noffsink@mcpherson.edu

van Asselt, Allan--Associate Professor of Chemistry, Ph.D., ext. 1200, vanassea@mcpherson.edu
Sciences (continued)

Sterling
Beechan, Curtis M.--Professor of Chemistry, Ph.D., ext. 238, cbeechan@sterling.edu
Boese, Steven--Assistant Professor of Biology, Ph.D., ext. 243, sboese@sterling.edu
Kim, Jae-Ho--Associate Professor of Biology, Ph.D., ext. 272, jkim@sterling.edu
Zimmerman, Ywain--Assistant Professor of Physics and Mathematics, M.S., ext. 271, yzimmerman@sterling.edu

Tabor
Heyen, Bruce--Professor of Chemistry, Ph.D., ext. 1805, bruceh@tabor.edu
Hiebert, Allen--Professor of Chemistry, Ph.D., ext. 1803, allenh@tabor.edu
Terman, Max--Professor of Biology, Ph.D., ext. 1806, maxt@tabor.edu
Wall, Richard--Professor of Biology, Ph.D., ext. 1802, richardw@tabor.edu

Social Work

Bethany
Norlin, David--Associate Professor of Social Work, Program Director, Social Work/Criminal Justice Department Chair, M.S.W., ext. 8171, norlin@bethanylb.edu
Presley, Margaret--Associate Professor of Social Work, Practicum Director, M.S.W., ext. 8213, presleym@bethanylb.edu

Bethel
Flask, Monica--Assistant Professor of Social Work, Director of Peace Institute, M.S.W., ext. 243, mflask@bethelks.edu
Friesen, Larry--Professor of Social Work, Ph.D., ext. 244, ldf@bethelks.edu
Schmidt-Tieszen, Ada--Associate Professor of Social Work, M.S.W., ext. 352, adast@bethelks.edu
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